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Sparking a Revolution
In a rapidly evolving global marketplace, CPAs must be more nimble than ever as 
they challenge their thinking and build valued solutions. Since workplaces of all  
sizes — and the profession as a whole — are adapting to the changes that the 
marketplace is delivering, professional development must also adapt and evolve. 

5 Workplace Predictions for 2025
The AICPA brought together young leaders, 40 and under, within the CPA profession and asked
them to imagine the workplace of the future. Here are their top predictions
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Corporate offices will 
be less traditional 
and less structured. 
But they’ll still be vital for 
social interaction and 
collaboration.

Everything will
be mobile.
Employees will work, 
learn and manage their 
lives from mobile devices.

Career development 
won’t be a straight 
path to the top. 
Knowledge and skill will 
be gained from a range of 
sources.

Lifelong learning will 
be a business 
requirement.
And learning through 
experience will be just as 
important as any course.

Teamwork will be 
more efficient.
The layers of bureaucracy 
will be diminished
thanks to faster, ad-hoc 
collaboration.

5 Workplace Predictions for 2025
The AICPA brought together young leaders, 40 and under, within the CPA profession and asked  
them to imagine the workplace of the future. Here are their top predictions:

THE WORKPLACE IS EVOLVING.

More generations than ever before are working side by side with flattening hierarchical 
structures, reduced time spent in formal offices and booming technology. New skills 
and knowledge are required to move into the future. 
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Task Force on the 
Future of Learning
To address critical learning topics and ensure that the profession stays at the forefront of 
what’s ahead, the AICPA assembled the Task Force on the Future of Learning — a diverse 
group of thought leaders who represent public accounting, business, regulators, association 
leadership and education. 

The task force went on a journey of discovery as it explored the need for change to the 
profession’s learning model. The members of the task force experienced learning in many 
ways as they examined the impact of globalization, the rise of specialization within the 
profession, the shifting dynamics of the workplace and the differing expectations that 
new generations of CPAs bring to their careers and learning. In the end, they realized 
that there is no one answer; the future of learning must be personal to be relevant and 
meaningful. However, what is clear is the urgency of change. 

Now is the time to reinvent classrooms, rethink development models and embrace the 
future of learning.

Source: Adapted from "Bloom's Taxonomy of Learning Domains" by Dr. Benjamin Bloom, 1956

The shift from input-based to output-based instruction
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EDUCATION 
MUST EVOLVE 
TO SURVIVE. 

But the move 
away from 
traditional, input-
based learning 
to systems that 
emphasize  
student output 
won’t come easily.

The shift from input-based to output-based instruction

Source: Adapted from “Bloom’s Taxonomy of Learning Domains,” by Dr. Benjamin Bloom, 1956
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The revolution will not be printed11

But...

of students believe they 
don’t need a physical 
classroom to learn.

50%

of students still believe that it’s 
easier to learn in a traditional 
classroom than online.

78%

53%
believe that 
online colleges 
are reputable.

39%
view the future of 
education as being 
more virtual.

Only 2%
valued textbooks as the 
most important way to 
develop their skills.
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The Revolution will not be printed.

Igniting the Profession
As opportunities for change flood the learning environment, the time is now for the 
profession to take a giant leap into the future and fuel a passion for learning. The Task 
Force on the Future of Learning has issued the following four major recommendations.

PREPARE FOR ANY TOPIC, ANYWHERE, ANY WAY.
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INNOVATE AND EXPERIMENT
With the ever-changing global business environment becoming increasingly complex, learning, 
compliance and competency development must adapt and evolve to support high-performing 
professionals who serve the public, employers and clients with unequaled rigor and expertise. 

• Leverage technology to enhance learning experiences

• Implement small changes to learning for a huge impact

IGNITE A PASSION FOR LEARNING
Nothing motivates and engages learners like meaningful, purposeful experiences. Whether 
you create regulation, develop employees or deliver learning, challenge yourself to 
answer the following: Education for what purpose? If you keep this in mind, you will help 
professionals make the most out of each learning experience.

• Start with the learner

• Make learning engaging and relevant
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“The Future of Education Study,” Internships.com and Dan Schawbel, June 2013

MAKE LEARNING PERSONAL
For the pursuit of learning to be lifelong, it has to be personal and meaningful. This is 
achieved by providing relevant learning opportunities that address the knowledge and 
competency needs of individual learners.

• Filter content and focus resources

• Design for desired outcome

• Prepare for any topic, anywhere, any way

MEASURE WHAT MATTERS 
Learning happens everywhere, and the greatest moments that advance thinking generally 
strike like a lightning bolt; therefore, the demonstration of competency and professional 
development can’t always be quantified in a test result or measured in hours. There 
must be a shift in compliance so that it is authentic and relevant, and measures learner 
competency, development or performance. 

• Create and leverage a unified, global competency framework

• Develop one uniform, global compliance standard

• Rethink how CPE is measured

Learners need their experiences to come from multiple sources, within a range of environments, 
for varying lengths of time. Anytime, anywhere and on-any-device learning  
in multiple formats with new methods and approaches addresses these needs.
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To find out how you can get involved, and to read the full report,  
visit the Future of Learning website at futureoflearning.aicpa.org.

Copyright © 2014 American Institute of CPAs. All rights reserved.  15449-360 

The future of learning in our profession won’t be created by a single institution, firm, company or 
organization. It will take all of us, together, building community and collaboration on a scale never 
seen before. It starts right here, right now. And it starts with you.

Here are four ways you can start today:

ADD YOUR IDEAS  
TO LIGHTING THE FIRE

Join the conversation by commenting 
on any area of the site.

futureoflearning.aicpa.org

JOIN OUR AICPA MEMBER  
IDEA EXCHANGE

Collaborate with peers and colleagues 
on an existing professional development 
challenge, or post one of your own.

community.aicpa.org/innov/default

GET THE POSTER

futureoflearning.aicpa.org/FOLposter.pdf

SPREAD THE WORD

Share with your network  
on social media
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The Learning 
Revolution Is On
The process of learning transformation within the profession will be complex and arduous, 
but the need to embrace it is clear. To fuel the passion for learning in the CPA profession, 
we must fundamentally change how regulation, professional development and CPE are 
structured, delivered and measured. And the CPA profession must join in to protect the 
public interest and to remain relevant to stakeholders. 

It’s time to move ahead with the future of learning. 
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